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Abstract
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has enabled automatic
discovery of more efficient neural network architectures, especially for mobile and embedded vision applications. Although recent research has proposed ways of quickly estimating latency on unseen hardware devices with just a few
samples, little focus has been given to the challenges of estimating latency on runtimes using optimized graphs, such as
TensorRT and specifically for edge devices. As devices like
NVIDIA’s Jetsons get more popular in embedded computing and robotics, we observe a pressing need to more accurately estimate inference latency of neural network architectures on diverse runtimes, including highly optimized ones.
In this work, we propose MAPLE-Edge, an edge deviceoriented extension of MAPLE, the state-of-the-art latency
predictor for general purpose hardware, where we train
a regression network on architecture-latency pairs in conjunction with a hardware-runtime descriptor to effectively
estimate latency on a diverse pool of edge devices. Compared to MAPLE, MAPLE-Edge can describe the runtime
and target device platform using a much smaller set of CPU
performance counters that are widely available on all Linux
kernels, while still achieving up to +49.6% accuracy gains
against previous state-of-the-art baseline methods on optimized edge device runtimes, using just 10 measurements
from an unseen target device. We also demonstrate that unlike MAPLE which performs best when trained on a pool of
devices sharing a common runtime, MAPLE-Edge can effectively generalize across runtimes by applying a trick of
normalizing performance counters by the operator latency,
in the measured hardware-runtime descriptor. Lastly, we
show that for runtimes exhibiting lower than desired accuracy, performance can be boosted by collecting additional
samples from the target device, with an extra 90 samples
translating to gains of nearly +40%.

1. Introduction
Despite the success of deep learning based approaches in
computer vision tasks such as object detection [15,16], clas-

sification [9, 18, 20], and segmentation [8, 17], it remains a
challenge to manually design neural network architectures
that are both fast, efficient and at the same time accurate.
The field of Neural Architecture Search (NAS) [26] aims to
address this problem by automating the architecture discovery process. However, most of the previous state-of-the-art
techniques such as DARTS or ENAS [12, 14], formulate
the optimization and search process with only the accuracy
constraint as the main objective function in the search process.
The explosion of consumer applications for mobile and
embedded devices necessitates the importance of multiobjective NAS methods that can discover models at the
pareto-optimal frontier of accuracy, and constraints such as
latency, memory, or power consumption. For embedded vision applications where extra focus gets paid to minimizing
inference latency, NAS methods have relied on either measuring the model latency directly on-device [19] or estimating the inference latency using look-up-tables (LUTs) [2, 3,
5,21,23] or latency prediction modules (LPMs) [1,7,22,24].
Due to the increasing size of NAS search spaces, as well
as the diverse number of hardware devices and execution
contexts (e.g. PyTorch, TensorFlow, TensorFlow Lite, TensorRT, OpenVino, etc.), performing measurements directly
on-device is computationally intractable. Mechanisms like
LUTs on the other hand are much faster at estimating latency in near constant time based on the assumption that
the end-to-end latency of a network can be approximated
by summing up individual latencies in a layer-wise manner. However as different studies such as Dudziak et al.
showed [7] such LUT based approaches are not accurate
and the layer-wise latencies can significantly deviate from
the true latency; which means that the supposedly paretooptimal models predicted by NAS methods may not actually
lie on the pareto-optimal frontier. Instead, state-of-the-art
approaches like HELP [10] use learning based approaches
to predict the end-to-end model latency.
While these methods perform more accurately than LUT
based estimators, the study presented in nn-Meter [25]
showed that existing LPMs have difficulty estimating la-
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tency when inference is executed on runtimes that optimize
model graphs; we also further investigate this issue here in
this manuscript. For example, frameworks like TensorRT
(TRT) perform kernel auto-tuning and layer and tensor fusion to accelerate inference [4]. In other words, some layers and operations may get fused or executed in parallel,
compared to the sequential execution order specified by the
model designer. nn-Meter tackles this by creating a more
fine-grained LUT approach which characterizes models at
the kernel level, but their approach involves exhaustive testing and characterization of all sampled kernels which can
take anywhere from 1 to 4.4 days based on the execution
runtime.
Here we propose MAPLE-Edge, an edge device-oriented
extension of the state-of-the-art latency predictor so-called
MAPLE [1] for general purpose hardware, designed specifically for embedded devices. We show that by characterizing the hardware device and runtime at the operator level
in just minutes (not days), the proposed MAPLE-Edge algorithm can accurately estimate the end-to-end latency of
neural network architectures executed on optimized, previously unseen runtimes.
MAPLE-Edge is an LPM approach based on a hardwareaware regression model that can estimate the inference latency of a deep neural network architecture on an unseen
embedded target device accurately. The proposed method
specifically formulates the function f (a, S; θ) → ŷ where
a is the DNN architecture encoding, S is a quantitative
hardware descriptor, ŷ is the inference latency, and f is the
regression model mapping architecture encoding and hardware descriptor to the inference latency [1].
We show that with some simple, but important modifications to the data processing and hardware characterization
stages proposed in MAPLE [1], the proposed MAPLE-Edge
becomes the most effective way of estimating latency on
optimized edge runtimes, paving the way forward to more
accurate NAS methods for embedded vision applications.
As such our key contributions are as follows:
• A new latency estimator for optimized edge runtimes
using an LPM algorithm is proposed. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work exploring the idea of
using an LPM algorithm to estimate neural network architecture latency on optimized runtimes such as TensorRT. It is very important to account for the effect of
runtime in latency prediction for edge devices.
• A new runtime characterization on embedded devices
using a hardware descriptor is proposed that can be
easily constructed on all Linux devices. We show that
by reducing the performance metric-based hardware
descriptor proposed by MAPLE into a more dense
form containing performance counters that are supported by Intel and ARM processors alike, embedded

device runtimes can be accurately characterized in just
minutes.
• We propose two simple but very effective techniques
to adapt MAPLE for diverse edge devices. We empirically show that our proposed techniques of targeted
uniform sampling and performance counter normalization, have a significant impact on accuracy, resulting in
average gains of up to +48.81% compared to MAPLE
on certain runtimes.
• We provide comprehensive experimental results illustrating how using only 10 measurements from an unseen edge runtime, the proposed MAPLE-Edge can
achieve state-of-the-art accuracy results outperforming
the state-of-the-art methods including MAPLE [1] and
HELP [10].
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows; the
next section describes the main methodology and the procedure of acquiring the training data from the edge devices.
Section 3 dives into the experimental results and compares
the proposed method and competing algorithms. Finally we
conclude the paper in Section 4.

2. Method
In this section, we describe the framework for predicting the latency on edge devices including the search space,
hardware descriptor, hardware cost collection pipeline, preprocessing, and data augmentation strategies.

2.1. MAPLE-Edge
The seminal MAPLE technique [1] was evaluated on
general purpose hardware including Intel processors and
server class GPUs. While the proposed algorithm outperformed other state-of-the-art techniques in estimating the
latency, our experiments showed that MAPLE cannot always achieve strong results on ARM based embedded devices due to the added diversity in the device pool which
needs further extension to address the issue. To this end, we
propose a simple yet very effective trick to make the predictor generalize better: i) we take advantage of a targeted uniform sampling for selecting adaptation architectures, and ii)
a new approach to represent hardware performance counters
by the corresponding operator latency, to make the hardware descriptor adapt across diverse edge device runtimes.
2.1.1

Targeted Uniform Adaptation Sampling

The proposed MAPLE algorithm used a random selection
approach to identify the adaptation set. While this approach
makes the algorithm fairly easy and practical, it might result
in instances where the selected samples may not be a good
representation of the larger distribution.
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Figure 1. MAPLE-Edge overview. MAPLE-Edge is an edge device-oriented extension to MAPLE, designed specifically to estimate the
latency of neural network architectures on unseen embedded devices. MAPLE-Edge trains a LPM-based hardware-aware regression model,
that can effectively estimate architecture latency. To do this, it trains the LPM on a dense hardware descriptor made up of CPU performance
counters, in conjunction with architecture-latency pairs. In the data collection stage, MAPLE-Edge uses an automated pipeline to convert
models in NAS-Bench-201 to their optimized counterparts, deploy it to the corresponding target device, and profile inference. To adapt to
previously unseen architectures, MAPLE-Edge creates a training set T consisting of an initial set of architectures X from a pool of known
devices, as well as an adaptation set of architecture samples X̂ from the unseen device, which are selected through a targeted uniform
sampling algorithm.

To minimize this risk, MAPLE-Edge leverages a targeted
uniform sampling strategy where adaptation samples are selected to maximize the probability of falling across the latency space. Specifically, by creating N bins corresponding to the N adaptation samples and ranking architectures
based on the measured end-to-end latency for each device
in the training pool, we improve the probability of selecting a diverse set of samples, thereby representing the space
more effectively. The ranked architectures for each device
are then distributed uniformly across the N bins, yielding a
total of M ·X/N architectures per bin, where M is the number of training devices, and X is the number of architectures
in the initial training set. One adaptation architecture is then
randomly sampled per bin.
The intuition behind this is that although the absolute
latency values are different across device runtimes, the relative orderings of architectures tend to be similar. Thus,
by merging the latency distributions of all architectures in
the training pool together and sampling from the combined
pool, we create a more robust prior to sample the adaptation
architectures from. Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of the
proposed Targeted Uniform sampling compared to random
selection. As seen, the selected samples via the random selection exhibits similar latencies while the selected samples

by the proposed sampling approach show a more diverse set
spread across the distribution of training architectures.
2.1.2

Performance Counter Normalization

Due to the limited diversity of devices in the training pool,
MAPLE was able to effectively characterize devices using
the raw performance counters obtained directly from the
Perf tool [13]. However on edge devices, there can be
significant variance between the various runtimes and devices. Table 1 shows the mean latencies across the first
2700 neural network architectures in NAS-Bench-201 for
an ImageNet style input of size 224 × 224 with batch size
1. The differences in latency between runtimes and even
among devices of the same runtime imply that a hardware
descriptor containing absolute performance counters measured over the entire duration of inference will be less suitable as a runtime descriptor, and as result the latency predictor will have to learn an additional mapping between an
operator metric and its corresponding latency. Instead, to
provide more effective representation and accelerate learning in the predictor, MAPLE-Edge normalizes all performance counters collected by Perf by the measured latency
of the respective operator. By dividing each performance
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Figure 2. Comparison of the random adaptation sampling technique used by MAPLE (left) versus the targeted uniform sampling strategy
proposed by MAPLE-Edge (right). The orange dots highlight ten adaptation architectures that were sampled using both methods from
the first 900 architectures in NAS-Bench-201. The targeted uniform sampler intentionally selects architectures from across the latency
distribution whereas the random sampler has no prior, and may result in the selected architectures being drawn from a narrow band of
the latency space. By maximizing coverage of the latency space, we ensure that the LPM is more likely to be trained on samples that are
representative of the test device.

Table 1. Average measured latency across architectures [0,2699]
in NAS-Bench-201 (averaged over 50 trials each), using TensorFlow Lite and TensorRT runtimes. The large variance in latency
between the different runtimes makes it difficult for the MAPLE
hardware descriptor to effectively represent diverse device runtimes. We mitigate this issue by applying the performance counter
normalization trick described in Section 2.1.2

Runtime
Device
Jetson TX1
Jetson TX2
Jetson Nano
Raspberry Pi 4B

TensorFlow Lite [s]

TensorRT [s]

1.0 ± 0.5
0.9 ± 0.5
1.1 ± 0.6
0.6 ± 0.2

0.05 ± 0.01
0.03 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.02
-

counter by the latency, this effectively transforms the hardware descriptor from an embedding of absolute values (e.g.
cache-misses) to an embedding of relative rates (e.g. cachemisses per second).

2.2. Data Collection Pipeline
Embedded vision applications routinely operate under
tight deadlines with low latency constraints. To maximize
performance in production, expert domain knowledge can
be used to optimize deep learning models to more efficient
formats (e.g. through the use of runtime specific compilers), as well as hardware modifications (e.g. overclocking,
memory swapping, power usage maximization). Similar
to HW-NAS-Bench [11], MAPLE-Edge leverages this do-

main knowledge to build an optimized, generic hardwarecost collection pipeline that automates the process of collecting latency measurements (as seen in Figure 1).
On the NVIDIA Jetson devices, MAPLE-Edge executes
inference on the GPU using models compiled to serialized
TensorRT (TRT) engine format, while CPU based inference is executed on all devices using the TensorFlow Lite
(TFLite) runtime engine. Unlike HW-NAS-Bench however,
MAPLE-Edge also records hardware performance counters
for all 15 operations in NAS-Bench-201 [6], by executing
the Linux Perf [13] tool while running inference.

2.3. Edge Dataset
Similar to MAPLE [1], BRP-NAS [7], HELP [10],
and HW-NAS-Bench [11], MAPLE-Edge also uses the
NAS-BENCH-201 [6] dataset for all experiments. NASBENCH-201 is a collection of 15,625 neural cell candidates with each architecture having a fixed cell topology
with five possible operations in its search space including
{none, skip-connection, conv1x1, conv3x3, avgpool3x3}.
Each operation allows 16, 32, or 64 input and output channels, yielding a total of 15 possible variations for the operations that can be used in designing new architectures.
The key observation in MAPLE was that the latency
search space can be effectively characterized at the operator
level, if the operator latency is augmented with a hardware
description vector. Unlike methods like nn-Meter, MAPLE
quickly builds a hardware descriptor for a device or runtime
by executing the Linux tool Perf to measure 10 hardware
performance counters while a model gets executed.
MAPLE-Edge follows a similar strategy, but builds a
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hardware descriptor using only 6 out of the original 10 performance counters that were found to be supported by default on all Linux kernels. These include performance counters for CPU-cycles, instructions, cache-references, cachemisses, level one (L1) data cache loads, and L1 data cache
load misses. Even though we do not collect any metrics
relating to LLC (last level cache) counters due to limited
support on some ARM based processors, we show that the
results are still competitive and achieve strong gains over
all baselines. Each operation is characterized by running
inference for N = 1000 runs, and the Perf tool is launched
from a Python Subprocess to profile the execution of the
inference occurring in the main thread.
To create our dataset, we measure the end-to-end latency
of the first 2,700 architectures in NAS-Bench-201 on a variety of different edge devices and runtimes. These devices
were selected due to their ubiquity in industrial embedded
vision applications and include a i) 4GB 4xA57 core Jetson Nano with 128 NVIDIA Maxwell CUDA cores, ii) 4GB
4xA57 core Jetson TX1 with 256 NVIDIA Maxwell CUDA
cores, iii) 8GB 6xA57 core Jetson TX2 with 256 NVIDIA
Pascal CUDA cores, and iv) a 4GB 4xA72 core Raspberry
Pi 4B running 64-bit Raspbian OS. Of these 2,700 architectures, we sample from the first 900 architectures for training
our predictor, and report the test accuracy of all methods on
architectures in range [1,800, 2,699]. This test strategy lets
us evaluate how well the method performs on completely
unseen architectures.
To train the regression model, we collect an initial set of
architectures X from all devices in the training pool, along
with an adaptation set of few (i.e., typically 10) architectures X̂ from devices in the test pool. The initial set X helps
the model generalize to the search space while the adaptation samples X̂ help the predictor specialize to the test devices.

2.4. Data Augmentation
MAPLE-Edge also applies a simple yet effective data
augmentation strategy where all selected adaptation samples from the test device are naively cloned K − 1 times
to increase their representation in the training pool. Given
the limited number of samples we collect, we empirically
find that this approach helps the model prioritize the adaptation samples. However, we find that this data augmentation
technique may result in worse performance if the adaptation samples are poorly chosen to begin with (such as with
a random selection strategy) instead of a more representative selection strategy such as targeted uniform sampling,
which is more robust to outliers. Unless otherwise noted,
all experiments in this paper use an augmentation factor of
K = 7, meaning that for each adaptation sample, 6 additional clones are created.
We follow the same training strategy proposed in

MAPLE [1], including the feedforward regression model,
model training regime, loss function, and evaluation criteria. As such, training MAPLE-Edge remains fast, and takes
less than 2 mins to train from scratch until completion (200
epochs, batch size 128) on a single NVIDIA GTX-1080Ti
machine.

3. Results & Discussion
In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed MAPLE-Edge approach and compared it with the
state-of-the-art method in predicting the latency of neural
network architectures on different edge devices. We also
study the effect of each proposed techniques individually to
illustrate the importance of the each step in improving the
model accuracy.

3.1. Experimental Setup
To evaluate the performance of the proposed MAPLEEdge, we compare it against look-up table (LUT) based
method as the baseline and the state-of-the-art algorithms
including HELP [10] and MAPLE [1]. For all experiments,
HELP, MAPLE, and MAPLE-Edge were trained using architectures [0,899] from NAS-BENCH-201 across 10 trials, each with a unique adaptation set generated using our
uniform targeted sampling technique. The 10 adaptation
samples were kept consistent across all methods to ensure
that the results are due to the technique’s ability to generalize and not because the adaptation samples are drawn from
a more representative distribution. A more detailed study
comparing the original MAPLE algorithm with each of our
proposed improvements can be found in Section 3.3 and Table 4. Similar to BRP-NAS and MAPLE, we evaluate all
methods using a ±10% error-bound accuracy metric, which
describes the percentage of models with predicted latency
within the corresponding error bound relative to the measured latency [7]. All methods were also evaluated on architectures [1800,2699] for consistency.

3.2. Results
Table 2 shows the comprehensive comparison analysis
of the proposed method and competing algorithms. We can
see how the LUT baseline performs well on the TensorFlow
Lite runtimes but fails to generalize to any of the TensorRT
runtimes. This is because the LUT approach estimates the
total end-to-end latency by adding together the latency of
each individual block and operator, without accounting for
any runtime optimizations made by the execution engine.
For example, NVIDIA’s TensorRT automatically eliminates
layers with unused outputs and fuses together distinct layers
to improve efficiency of running networks on the GPU [4].
Because of such optimizations, the resulting graph may not
bear a lot of semblance to the original stack of layers, thus
rendering the LUT based approach incapable of accurately
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Table 2. Summary of results comparing MAPLE-Edge to a LUT based estimator as well as HELP, and MAPLE baselines. The method
column describes the method and training paradigm used. For example, MAPLE-Edge TFLite implies that each test device in that row was
trained on MAPLE-Edge using a device pool containing only TensorFlow Lite runtimes. All methods were trained for ten trials with unique
set adaptation samples (for each trial) used across all methods for consistency (selected using our targeted uniform sampling technique).

Test Runtime - Mean ±10% Accuracy
Method
LUT
HELP TFLite
MAPLE TFLite
MAPLE-Edge TFLite
HELP TRT
MAPLE TRT
MAPLE-Edge TRT
HELP TRT + TFLite
MAPLE TRT + TFLite
MAPLE-Edge TRT + TFLite

Raspberry Pi Jetson TX1 Jetson TX2 Jetson Nano Jetson TX1 Jetson TX2 Jetson Nano
TFLite
TFLite
TFLite
TFLite
TRT
TRT
TRT
55.18

80.96

80.22

79.96

42.77±5.07 54.90±9.62 58.82±12.00 58.67±11.99
45.04±7.69 99.22±0.31 96.81±1.75 98.53±0.83
54.00±11.43 98.89±0.35 97.4±1.59 96.18±1.85
47.62±5.60
51.37±3.28
54.23±4.21

-

-

-

12.07

0.00

7.85

-

-

-

79.88±6.34 82.64±5.25 79.54±5.36
96.52±1.79 96.64±2.05 94.37±2.76
96.68±1.01 94.89±2.37 93.67±3.07

52.28±9.55 53.43±10.45 57.43±10.43 67.93±4.80 63.56±7.99 68.50±8.36
98.94±0.67 96.89±1.93 98.40±0.44 45.61±23.69 27.59±20.04 80.01±8.13
99.34±0.24 99.19±0.42 98.19±0.94 91.71±2.00 76.64±6.66 82.08±7.05

estimating architecture latency. This can be easily seen in
Figure 3 which shows how skewed the latency distribution
looks for optimized edge runtimes, due to the LUT predictor
overestimating architecture latency. On the other hand for
un-optimized runtimes such as PyTorch under CPU based
execution on an Intel processor, we can see how LUT based
estimators achieve nearly perfect accuracy. This is why
LUT based approaches have continued to be successful in
a variety of non-embedded contexts, but this further underscores the need for more robust latency estimation methods
for optimized edge runtimes.
The performance of all other methods were evaluated
using two different types of training pools; runtime based
pooling and combined pooling. In runtime based pooling,
the initial set of samples are drawn from devices sharing
the same runtime as the test device, excluding the test device itself. For the combined pooling setup, the initial set of
samples are drawn from all available devices, excluding the
test device. In almost all cases, we can see in Table 2 that
MAPLE-Edge shows strong gains over the HELP baseline,
especially in the case of runtime-based pooling where fewer
devices are available. This is particularly significant in an
embedded vision context as most applications would only
have the infrastructure to support a single runtime instead of
all available runtimes. By being able to effectively generalize to an unseen device on the same runtime, MAPLE-Edge
can propel significant advancements in the field of neural
architecture search for embedded vision contexts.
The effectiveness of MAPLE-Edge is most evident in
Table 3 where we attempt to predict the latency on a test

device, using only a single device in the training pool.
The reported results are obtained using leave-one-out crossvalidation, where we rotate a device into the training pool
to ensure that the results are representative of all available
devices for that particular runtime. Here we can see that
despite only being trained on 900 samples from a single
device, MAPLE-Edge can effectively estimate the latency
of architectures being executed on an unseen device. The
strong gains over both HELP and MAPLE shows that the
proposed LPM algorithm is very capable of estimating latency on optimized graphs, something that current state-ofthe-art estimators have trouble with.

3.3. Improvements Over MAPLE
Table 4 provide a detailed glimpse into the impact of our
proposed improvements on the MAPLE algorithm. The results labelled with a ⋆ represent the performance of original
MAPLE (i.e. with no performance counter normalization,
no data augmentation, and using a random adaptation sample selection strategy). Although MAPLE shows strong performance across the board (90+% top ±10% accuracy), it
appears to get particularly challenged when presented with
a diverse group of devices such as the device pool with combined TRT and TFLite runtimes. In such a scenario, the regression model appears unable to effectively generalize the
hardware descriptor it has learned, to the adaptation samples presented from the test device. This is particularly visible in the Jetson TX1-TRT and Jetson TX2-TRT columns
for MAPLE (TRT+TFLite) with baseline accuracies near
47% and 27% respectively. By applying the targeted uni-
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Figure 3. Look-up-table (LUT) latency predictions versus true latency for edge runtimes Jetson Nano TRT, and Raspberry Pi TFLite
compared to non-edge runtime (PyTorch CPU inference on Intel i5-7600k). The red lines represent the ±10% error bound and the yellow
line represents a perfect prediction. Note how LUT based estimation tends to overestimate the latency for inference executed on optimized
graph, as it cannot take into account the runtime optimizations performed by the execution engine.

Table 3. Results from predicting the latency on each test device,
using only one device in the training pool. Reported values are
mean ±10% accuracy, obtained using leave-one-out cross validation across multiple training devices.

Test Runtime - Mean ±10% Accuracy
Method

Jetson TX1 Jetson TX2 Jetson Nano
TRT
TRT
TRT

HELP TRT

78.95±5.02

MAPLE TRT

76.63±19.05 81.93±12.53 59.52±26.39

MAPLE-Edge TRT 95.23±3.27

76.35±7.13

96.59±2.09

76.44±6.54

91.04±4.567

form adaptation sampling strategy, the accuracy is seen to
increase +1.99% on average. Stacking this with the latency normalization provides an average gain of +7.24%
as well as a significant jump of +28.93% and +48.81% for
the lowest performing TX1-TRT and TX2-TRT runtimes.
Thus by only applying these small tricks, we show that the
core ideas behind MAPLE can be successfully extended to
diverse hardware pools as well, and that MAPLE-Edge can
be used in Neural Architecture Search as an effective LPM
tailored towards edge devices.

Figure 4. Impact of adaptation samples and augmentation factor
on mean ±10% accuracy for Raspberry Pi TensorFlow Lite runtime. Each curve shows the result for using different number of
augmentation sample K. Note, how increasing the number of
adaptation samples from 10 to 100 provides a nearly 40% boost
in prediction accuracy when no data augmentation is applied. On
the other hand, we see that data augmentation proves most beneficial when adaptation samples are limited, and that beyond a certain
point, additional data augmentation may in fact even harm accuracy. The training pool for this experiment consisted of all edge
device runtimes excluding Raspberry Pi TFLite.

3.4. Effect of Adaptation Samples
Despite showing strong gains against baselines for all
runtimes on the Jetson family of devices, MAPLE-Edge
does not make any gains against the LUT approach for
the Raspberry-Pi TensorFlow Lite runtime. To investigate
which hyperparameters affect our method the most, we conduct an ablation study and experiment with varying the values of the number of adaptation samples (previously fixed
at 10) as well as the number of clones created per adaptation sample. The results of our experiments can be seen in
Figure 4 which shows how additional adaptation samples

and augmentation factor work together to significantly improve generalization, boosting the estimation accuracy on
the Raspberry Pi TensorFlow Lite runtime from around 50%
accuracy to nearly 90% accuracy. Although this requires almost 10x the number of adaptation samples, we believe that
the additional time spent collecting samples (10 minutes vs.
100 minutes) is a tradeoff worth making in industrial scenarios, as it can significantly improve the latency estimation
accuracy on embedded devices.
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Table 4. Detailed results showing how the additions we propose to MAPLE (targeted uniform adaptation sampling, performance counter
normalization, and data augmentation) on average provide additive gains over the baseline method. The method column is broken down
into 3 main sections: (top) These are the results from experiments where the device pool only consists of TensorFlow Lite runtimes.
(middle) These are the results from experiments where the device pool only consists of TensorRT runtimes. (bottom) These are the results
from experiments where the device pool consists of both TensorRT and TensorFlow Lite runtimes. The top row in each section is labelled
with a ⋆ signifying that these are the absolute accuracy values for the original MAPLE algorithm when evaluated on the corresponding test
device runtime. A †, ⊕, and ∪ labels correspond respectively to targeted uniform adaptation sampling, latency based performance counter
normalization, and data augmentation. These techniques are shown to augment the accuracy of MAPLE, with each technique providing
additional additive gains over the baseline on average.

Test Runtime - Mean ±10% Accuracy
Method
MAPLE (TFLite) ⋆
MAPLE (TFLite) ⋆†
MAPLE (TFLite) ⋆ † ⊕
MAPLE-Edge (TFLite) ⋆ † ⊕∪
MAPLE (TRT) ⋆
MAPLE (TRT) ⋆†
MAPLE (TRT) ⋆ † ⊕
MAPLE-Edge (TRT) ⋆ † ⊕∪
MAPLE (TRT+TFLite) ⋆
MAPLE (TRT+TFLite) ⋆†
MAPLE (TRT+TFLite) ⋆ † ⊕
MAPLE-Edge (TRT+TFLite) ⋆ † ⊕∪

Raspberry Jetson TX1 Jetson TX2 Jetson Nano Jetson TX1 Jetson TX2 Jetson Nano
Pi TFLite TFLite
TFLite
TFLite
TRT
TRT
TRT
41.70
+3.34
+3.09
+12.30

98.53
+0.69
+0.83
+0.36

94.39
+2.42
+3.73
+3.01

95.33
+3.20
+2.18
+0.85

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

94.10
+2.42
+3.32
+2.58

94.66
+1.98
-1.74
+0.23

91.91
+2.46
-0.81
+1.76

44.86
+6.51
+4.48
+9.37

98.96
-0.02
+0.42
+0.38

93.99
+2.90
+5.08
+5.20

96.59
+1.81
+1.18
+1.60

46.89
-1.28
+28.93
+44.82

27.09
+0.50
+48.81
+49.55

79.06
+0.95
+1.83
+3.02

4. Conclusion
In this work, we propose MAPLE-Edge, a simple yet
highly effective extension to MAPLE, enabling the most
accurate latency estimation on embedded devices including optimized graphs. MAPLE-Edge leverages a reduced
hardware descriptor that characterizes the device using just
6 performance counters that are available by default on all
Linux kernels. We show that by measuring CPU based
performance counters while executing inference using optimized graphs on embedded devices, we can more accurately estimate latency on TensorRT and TensorFlow Lite
runtimes, compared to previous state-of-the-art approaches
like HELP. We also observe additional gains over MAPLE
by applying our proposed targeted uniform sampling and
normalization strategies. We validate the proposed methods
by conducting experiments with ten random trials each, using a unique set of adaptation samples in each trial. We
find that on average, with ten adaptation samples and a
targeted uniform adaptation sampling technique, MAPLEEdge yields an improvement of 26.08% over HELP and
7.65% increase over MAPLE when there is more than one
device in the training pool. MAPLE-Edge exhibits particularly strong gains when estimating the latency when trained

on just 900 architectures from a single device, yielding
17.04% improvements over HELP and 21.59% improvement over MAPLE on average. By requiring significantly
fewer adaptation samples than other techniques, MAPLEEdge demonstrates that it is possible to effectively estimate
latency on optimized edge runtimes, paving the way for
more efficient architectures to be discovered for embedded
vision using Neural Architecture Search.
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